EXOSPHERE -6°

Colour:

cranberry-fire

Article ID:

3700319-5560

Size:

1370 g

Length:

205 cm

till Bodysize:

185 cm

Shoulder Width:

68 cm

Bottom Width:

43 cm

Pack-Size:

ø 19 cm x 33 cm

Outer lining:
Inner lining:
Fill:

Deuter Thermo ProLoft®

Fillweight:

870 g

MSRP:

189,95 €

Our PFC-free synthetic sleeping bags are the solution for trekkers
looking for an optimal warmth-to-weight ratio. Elastic chamber seams
keep the synthetic sleeping bag close to the body. It's expandable by
25% in width. This offers lots of freedom of movement and allows the
sleeping bag to warm-up quickly since the sleeper doesn't need to heat
up much air. The 360-degree filling makes sure that you can toss and
turn in your sleep without getting cold. The identically elaborate filling on
top and bottom sides guarantees you 360-degree warmth in any
position. The new functional contour hood wraps snuggly around the
head. The raised, diagonally cut foot section ideally adapts to the natural
foot posture. New materials ensure a comfortable and low-noise
sleeping climate.

HIGHLIGHTS OF EXOSPHERE -6°
Compatible

Warmth Collar

Inside Pocket

SOFT BODY-WARMER-FLEECE
INSERTS in particularly sensitive
areas in SL sleeping bags (waist &
foot section) for added warmth and
comfort.

THERMAL COLLAR with Velcro
closure avoids cold spots. Three
dimensional construction for a
comfortable, snug fit around
shoulders and neck.

internal zip pocket for valuables

Foot Warmer

Shingle-Layer Construction

Stretch Comfort System

FOOT WARMER with an extra fill
layer guards against cold feet .

The three layers of insulation
overlap up to three times in the
seam area and thus avoid cold
spots.

MUMMY SHAPE WITH STRETCH
utilises highly elastic baffle
stitching. The Ther-mo Stretch
Comfort technology creates a snug
fit which warms the body up quickly
and simultaneously allows the bag
to expand up to ¼ in width offering
fantastic freedom of movement.

Ergofoot

Dryzone

PFC Free

RAISED FOOT BOX designed with
the natural feet position in mind, it
provides additional comfort and
freedom of movement.

keeps moisture outside with a water
repellent shell material in the head
and foot section .

High-performance materials with a
PFC-free coating to resist water and
dirt

Ergo Hood
Easy to use contour hood even in
the dark thanks to one round and
one flat drawcord

SUITABLE FOR
Camping

Trekking

CONSTRUCT: SHINGLE-LAYER

MATERIAL

Deuter Thermo ProLoft®

